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Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm Based on
Entropy Theory for Solving DAR Scheduling Problem
Haowei Zhang , Junwei Xie, Jiaang Ge, Junpeng Shi, and Zhaojian Zhang
Abstract: An efficient task-scheduling algorithm in the Digital Array Radar (DAR) is essential to ensure that it can
handle a large number of requested tasks simultaneously. As a solution to this problem, in this paper, we propose
an optimization model for scheduling DAR tasks using a hybrid approach. The optimization model considers the
internal task structure and the DAR task-scheduling characteristic. The hybrid approach integrates a particle
swarm optimization algorithm with a genetic algorithm and a heuristic task-interleaving algorithm. We introduce
the chaos theory to optimize initialized particles and use entropy theory to indicate the diversity of particles and
adaptively adjust the inertia weight, the crossover probability, and the mutation probability. Then, we improve both
the efficiency and global exploration ability of the hybrid algorithm. In the framework of the swarm exploration
algorithm, we include a heuristic task-interleaving scheduling algorithm, which not only utilizes the wait interval to
transmit or receive subtasks, but also overlaps the receive intervals of different tasks. In a large-scale simulation,
we demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is more robust and effective than existing algorithms.
Key words: digital array radar; task scheduling; particle swarm optimization

1

Introduction

Along with the increasing complexity of the modern
battle environment, an increasing number of various
tasks must be performed simultaneously by a single
radar. Therefore, the Digital Array Radar (DAR) has
been developed, which has great advantages of higher
precision, lower possibility of interception, and the
ability to perform more simultaneous functions than
the traditional analog phased-array radar. However,
efficient resource management requires that full use be
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made of the above DAR advantages, in which a taskscheduling algorithm is key.
Determining how to perform numerous radar tasks
chronologically is a task-scheduling problem, which
has been investigated by researchers in various studies.
The authors of these studies have shown that the
radar task-scheduling problem is NP-hard, and the
solutions to this problem can be classified as falling
into one of two strategies: heuristic-based algorithms
and swarm-exploration-based algorithms. The former
usually perform prior scheduling of tasks, which
satisfy preset rules, of which the highest-priorityfirst task-mode algorithm[1–3] and the earliest deadline
first algorithm[4, 5] are typical. To calculate the task
synthetic priority, the authors in Refs. [6–10] mapped
the task-mode priority and task deadline on the same
layer, and scheduled the tasks in order of synthetic
priority. The authors of Refs. [11, 12] utilized the
threat of the target to represent task importance
and proposed a dynamic-priority-based algorithm. The
authors of Refs. [13, 14] took the scheduling principle
of timeliness into consideration on the basis of the
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work of Refs. [6–10], and structured the scheduling
algorithm based on gain. In addition, the authors of
Refs. [15, 16] proposed the notion of variable dwell
time to schedule radar tasks. The authors of Refs.
[17, 18] introduced the objective of imaging into
radar scheduling and presented a scheduling algorithm
based on sparse-aperture Inverse Synthetic Aperture
Radar (ISAR) Compressive-Sensing (CS) cognitive
imaging techniques. To enhance overall resource utility,
the Continuous Double Auction Parameter Selection
(CDAPS) algorithm was proposed in Refs. [19, 20],
which selects multiple parameters for radar tasks.
Heuristic-based algorithms have low computational
complexity, but typically achieve suboptimal solutions.
Conversely, swarm-exploration-based algorithms can
find better solutions. The authors of Refs. [21–23]
proposed an improved genetic algorithm, that of Ref.
[24] offered a tabu search algorithm, and the author
of Ref. [25] presented a hybrid genetic-particle-swarm
algorithm for scheduling radar tasks, all of which
enhanced the robustness and steadiness of radar task
scheduling.
However, there remain some issues to be addressed.
Firstly,
some algorithms[2–5, 9–12, 15, 17–20] regard
radar tasks as non-preemptive, which precludes
the exploitation of the wait interval of a radar task in
which to interleave subtasks. Secondly, the authors
of Refs. [1, 6, 13, 14, 16, 21–25] used the wait interval
to interleave subtasks, but by doing so, the superior
performance of the DAR cannot be fully realized.
Since the DAR differs from the analog phased-array
radar, in which only a single beam is transmitted or
received at a time, the digital beamforming technique
can extract returning waves from different directions,
such that the multiple receive intervals of different
tasks can be overlapped. Although the authors of Refs.
[7, 8] considered this characteristic, no optimization
of the DAR task-scheduling model is proposed; the
authors interleaved tasks using the same repetition
interval, which leads to excessive idle time on the
radar timeline. Thirdly, most researchers have used
just one approach (i.e., the heuristic-based or swarmexploration-based algorithm) to solve this problem, so
the advantages of both are not obtained. To address
the above issues, we integrate the heuristic taskinterleaving algorithm, the particle-swarm algorithm,
and the genetic algorithm, and propose a sophisticated
yet efficient hybrid scheduling algorithm for the DAR.
First, we construct the DAR optimized task-scheduling
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model, which considers the full radar structure and the
DAR task-scheduling characteristic. Then, we propose
a hybrid scheduling algorithm to explore solutions for
the optimization model. The heuristic task-interleaving
algorithm is designed to analyze task schedulabilities
when scheduling schemes, which utilizes the wait
interval for interleaving subtasks, and also overlaps the
receive intervals of different tasks. We integrated the
particle-swarm and genetic algorithms to enable the
determination of the optimal scheduling scheme. By
optimizing initialized particles via the chaos theory;
introducing the entropy theory to adaptively adjust
the inertia weight, crossover probability, and mutation
probability; and designing a crossover operation and
mutation operation, this algorithm realizes quick
convergence and global exploration. Lastly, we
present our computational results to demonstrate the
effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed algorithm.

2

Problem Description

2.1

Task structure

Figure 1 shows the DAR task structure, in which we
can see that a DAR task is composed of three subtasks:
the transmit interval, the wait interval, and the receive
interval. The k-th task can be described as follows:
Tk DfPRk ; tak ; txk ; twk ; trk ; Ptk ; tdwk ; wk ; tdk ; tk g
(1)
where PRk is the task priority, tak is the task request
time, txk is the transmit interval, and twk is the wait
interval, trk is the receive interval, Ptk is the power
consumption, tdwk is the task dwell time, wk is the timewindow, tdk is the task deadline, and tk is the sample
interval between two adjacent tasks of the same kind.
The dwell time satisfies
tdwk D txk C twk C trk
(2)
The task deadline satisfies the following equation:
tdk D tak C wk
(3)
Each task should be executed before its deadline or
Transmit
interval
tx

Receive
interval

Wait interval
tr

Pt
tw

...

t

Fig. 1

Task structure in the DAR.
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it will be useless in dynamic working situations. The
request time between two adjacent tasks of the same
kind satisfies the following:
tak D te.k 1/ C tk
(4)
where te.k 1/ is the execution time of the former task.
Note that the transmit interval consumes the most
task power and the power consumption of the receive
interval can be ignored. As such, Ptk can be regarded
as the power consumption after the execution of the
transmit interval of task k.
2.2

Resource constraints

2.2.1 Scheduling interval
The Scheduling Interval (SI) is the minimum task
scheduling unit in the radar system, when the radar
processes the returning electromagnetic waves in the
previous SI, and determines the tasks to be executed in
the next SI. As such, the task execution time should be
within the following constraints:
max.tak wk ; tstart / 6 tek 6 min.tdk ; tend tdwk / (5)
where tstart is the start time of the SI, tend is the end time
of the SI, and they satisfy tend D tstart C tSI . tSI is the SI
time.

where Formulas (6) to (12) correspond to the task
scheduling modes from Figs. 2a to 2f, respectively. ,
,  , ', , , and ! are binary variables that belong to
f0, 1g and satisfy the following:
 CC C'CC C! D1
(13)

2.2.2 Scheduling interval
The seven task scheduling modes in the DAR are
shown in Fig. 2, in which the shadow area indicates
task k and the blank area represents task i . From
Figs. 2c – 2g, we can see that the wait interval is able to
be utilized to interleave subtasks, and that the receive
intervals of different tasks are able to be overlapped in
the DAR. In addition, other scheduling modes in the
analog phased-array radar are also applicable, as shown
in Figs. 2a, 2b, and 2g. These modes are expressed as
follows:
i tei > k .tek C txk C twk C trk /
(6)
8
ˆ
<i tei > k .tek C txk /;
(7)
i .tei C txi / 6 k .tek C txk C twk /;
ˆ
: .t C t C t /> .t C t C t C t /
i ei
xi
wi
k ek
xk
wk
rk

for i D 1; 2; : : : ; N , k D 1; 2; : : : ; N , i ¤ k. N is the
number of request tasks.
2.2.3

txi

txk

txk

txi

tri

trk

(a)

trk

(b)

txk

txi

txk

trk

(c)

Fig. 2

Task i

txi

tri

Energy constraint

Due to the restriction in the heat dissipation, the radar
transmitter must satisfy the transient constraint at all
times[12, 26] :
P .t / 6 P max
(14)
where P max is the power threshold and P .t / is the
power consumed by the radar in time t . P .t / can be
expressed as
Z
1 
P .t / D
p.x/e.x t /= dx
(15)
 0

Task k
txk
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8
i tei > k .tek C txk /;
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
<i .tei C txi / 6 k .tek C txk C twk /;
i .tei C txi C twi / > k .tek C txk C twk /;
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
i .tei C txi C twi / 6 k .tek C txk C twk C trk /;
ˆ
ˆ
:
i .tei C txi C twi C tri / > k .tek C txk C twk C trk /
(8)
8
ˆ
'
t
>
'
.t
C
t
/;
k ek
xk
< i ei
'i .tei C txi C twi / 6 'k .tek C txk C twk /;
ˆ
:' .t C t C t C t / > ' .t C t C t C t /
i ei
xi
wi
ri
k ek
xk
wk
rk
(9)
8
ˆ

t
>

.t
C
t
/;
i
ei
k
ek
xk
<
i .tei C txi C twi / > k .tek C txk C twk /;
ˆ
: .t C t C t C t / 6  .t C t C t C t /
i ei
xi
wi
ri
k ek
xk
wk
rk
(10)
8
ˆ i tei > k .tek C txk /;
ˆ
ˆ
< .t C t C t / 6 .t C t C t /;
i ei
xi
wi
k ek
xk
wk
(11)
ˆ
.t
Ct
Ct
Ct
/>
.t
Ct
Ct
/;
i
ei
xi
wi
ri
k
ek
xk
wk
ˆ
ˆ
:
i .tei Ctxi Ctwi Ctri /6 k .tek Ctxk Ctwk Ctrk /
(
!i tei > !k .tek C txk /;
(12)
!i .tei Ctxi Ctwi Ctri /6!k .tek Ctxk Ctwk /

txi

txk

tri

tri

tri

(d)

trk

txi

(e)

trk

Seven task scheduling modes in the DAR.

txk

txi

tri

tri

(f)

trk

(g)

trk
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where p.x/ is the instantaneous power dissipation in
the radar, and  is the look-back period. Equation (15)
provides a way for the calculation of the transient power
consumption of the radar system.
P0 .t/ D P0 etx = C Pt .1

e

tx =

/

8
ˆ
i i tei > k k .tek C txk /;
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
i i .tei C txi / 6 k k .tek C txk C twk /;
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ

< i i .tei C txi C twi / > k k .tek C txk C twk /;
i i .tei C txi C twi / 6
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
k k .tek C txk C twk C trk /;
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ

i i .tei C txi C twi C tri / >
ˆ
ˆ
:
k k .tek C txk C twk C trk /I
8
ˆ
'i i tei > 'k k .tek C txk /;
ˆ
ˆ
< '  .t C t C t / 6 '  .t C t C t /;
i i ei
xi
wi
k k ek
xk
wk
ˆ
'i i .tei C txi C twi C tri / >
ˆ
ˆ
:
'k k .tek C txk C twk C trk /I

(16)

P0 .t/

is the transient power consumption of
where
the radar system after the execution of the transmit
interval, P0 is the transient power consumption before
the execution of the transmit interval.
2.3

Formulation of optimization model

Three principles must be followed when designing
a radar task-scheduling algorithm, i.e., the principles
of importance, urgency as well as timeliness. To
appropriately reflect the relationships above, the
objective function is structured as follows:
N
X
max
k o.PRk ; tak ; wk ; tstart ; tek /
(17)

8
ˆ
i i tei > k k .tek C txk /;
ˆ
ˆ
<   .t C t C t / >   .t C t C t /;
i i ei
xi
wi
k k ek
xk
wk
ˆ
i i .tei C txi C twi C tri / 6
ˆ
ˆ
:
k k .tek C txk C twk C trk /I
8
i i tei > k k .tek C txk /;
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
i i .tei C txi C twi / 6 k k .tek C txk C twk /;
ˆ
ˆ
<
 .t C t C t C t / >

kD1

i

o.PR; ta ; w; tstart ; te / D
Œo1 .PR/ C o2 .ta ; w; tstart /o3 .te ; ta ; w/

ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
:

(18)

where k is a binary decision variable which belongs to
f0,1g. When task Tk is not scheduled, k D 0. When
task Tk is scheduled, k D 1. o1 .PR/ is the function of
the task priority PR. o2 .ta ; w; tstart / is the function of the
relative distance between the task deadline .ta C w/ and
the start time tstart of the SI. o3 .te ; ta ; w/ is the function
of the relative distance between the task request time
ta and its execution time te in the time-window w. On
the basis of the models above, the optimization problem
may be summarized as
N
X
max
k o.PRk ; tak ; wk ; tstart ; tek /;

(

tdwk D txk C twk C trk ;

tdk D tak C wk ;
tend D tstart C tSI ;
max.tak

wk ; tstart / 6

k tek 6 min.tdk ; tend

tdwk /;

  t > k k .tek C txk C twk C trk /;
8i i ei
ˆ
i i tei > k k .tek C txk /;
ˆ
ˆ
<   .t C t / 6   .t C t C t /;
i i ei
xi
k k ek
xk
wk
ˆ


.t
C
t
C
t
/
>
i
i
ei
xi
wi
ˆ
ˆ
:
k k .tek C txk C twk C trk /I

ei

xi

wi

ri

C txk C twk /;
i i .tei C txi C twi C tri / 6
k k .tek C txk C twk C trk /I

!i i tei > !k k .tek C txk /;
!i i .tei Ctxi Ctwi Ctri / 6 !k k .tek Ctxk Ctwk /I
i; k D 1; 2; : : : ; N; i ¤ k;
 CC C'CC

C ! D 1;

; ; ; ; '; ; ; ! 2 f0; 1g

(19)

Note that if a request task cannot be scheduled in
the SI, it will be delayed to a later SI or be deleted
depending on the following:
tai C wi > tstart C tSI
(20)
tai C wi < tstart C tSI

kD1

s:t:

i

k k .tek

(21)

where Formula (20) pertains to tasks to be delayed and
Formula (21) to tasks to be deleted. It is obvious that the
task-scheduling problem in the DAR is NP-hard. As
such, we propose an efficient hybrid algorithm in the
next section.

3

Hybrid Particle Swarm Algorithm Based
on Entropy Theory

To efficiently utilize available resources in scheduling
DAR tasks, we propose a hybrid particle swarm
algorithm, as outlined in Fig. 3.
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(24). Then, the receive interval of task 0 is tested by
performing a time resource feasibility check, as follows:
te0 C tx0 C tw0 C tr0 6 tend
(25)

Parameters
initialization
Initialize particles by the
chaos theory

When the receive interval of task 0 satisfies the time
constraint, an energy feasibility check is then applied:

Fitness values calculation
by the heuristic
interleaving algorithm

Ptest D P t 0 e

k≤kmax

Y
Best scheduling
scheme

3.1

3.2

Outline of the proposed algorithm.

Heuristic
algorithm

task

interleaving

C Pt1 .1

e

tx0 =

/

(26)
(27)

task 0 is able to be scheduled in te0 . Next, the time
pointer is updated as te0 C tx0 , the power pointer
Pt0 as Ptest , and the time pieces which has been
occupied by receive intervals of scheduled tasks as
S
Œtrs0 ; tre0  Œtrsi ; trei .i D 1; 2; : : : ; m/.

Crossover and the
mutation operation

Fig. 3

tx0 =

When the following holds:
Ptest 6 P max

Iteration and explore the
solutions

N
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scheduling

As shown in Fig. 2, the various DAR task-scheduling
modes complicate the analysis of task schedulability.
As such, we also propose a heuristic interleaving
scheduling algorithm.
Without loss of generality, assume that all N genes
in the particle have been sorted incrementally and
the number of successfully scheduled tasks is n. The
timeline of the SI is Œtstart ; tend . The i-th time piece that
has been occupied by the receive intervals of scheduled
tasks is Œtrsi ; trei .i D 1; 2; : : : ; m; m 6 n/, where trsi is
the start time and trei is the end time, the time pointer
that indicates the end time of the transmit interval of the
latest scheduled (n-th) task is txen , and the power pointer
that indicates the power consumption after scheduling
the latest task is Pt0 . The remaining N n tasks are
signed as task 0; 1; 2; : : : ; N n 1, respectively. When
attempting to schedule task 0 in te0 , a time resource
feasibility check must first be made of the transmit
interval of task 0. (
te0 > txen ;
(22)
te0 C tx0 6 trs1
8
ˆ
< te0 > trei ;
(23)
te0 C tx0 6 trs.i C1/ ;
ˆ
: i D 1; 2; : : : ; m
(
te0 > trem ;
(24)
te0 C tx0 6 tend
The transmit interval of task 0 will satisfy the
time constraint if it satisfies Formulas (22), (23), or

Particle-swarm algorithm

Due to its theoretical simplicity and easy
implementation, the particle-swarm algorithm has
been applied in various areas, including one-bit
feedback systems[27] and scheduling models for micro
systems[28] . The algorithm simulates the behavior of a
foraging flock of birds, wherein each bird determines its
own velocity based on its experience and its interaction
with other members. In the k-th iteration, particle i
updates its position and velocity by tracking the best
solution pbest .k/ it has achieved thus far and the best
solution gbest .k/ that the swarm has achieved thus
far[25] , as follows:
vi .k C 1/ Dw  vi .k/ C c1  r1  Œpbest .k/ xi .k/C
c2  r2  Œgbest .k/

xi .k/

xi .k C 1/ D xi .k/ C vi .k/

(28)
(29)

where c1 and c2 are learning factors, which are usually
adopted as c1 D c2 D 2. r1 and r2 are random values
that belong to .0; 1/. w is the inertia weight. However,
a discrete version of this algorithm is more appropriate
for scheduling radar tasks because of the real-time
demand of the radar system, which is a key point must
be considered when designing scheduling algorithms.
Assume that the smallest time resolution unit is tp ,
xi .k C 1/ is calculated as
xi .k C 1/ D round.xi .k C 1/=tp /  tp
(30)
Since pbest .k C 1/ and gbest .k C 1/ are extracted from
xi .k C 1/, they are also integral multiples of tp .
Equations (28) and (29) show that the algorithm
will stop looking for solutions when all particles reach
to gbest .k C 1/, which usually leads to premature
convergence. Consequently,
the particle-swarm
algorithm should be modified in application.
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3.3

Npop

Chaos initialization

In most existing particle-swarm algorithms, particles
are initialized randomly. This type of initialization is
characterized by slow convergence and a tendency
to stick to local optima. However, a chaotic system,
characterized by instability and randomness, is able
to be used as a powerful method for diversifying the
initialized population. As such, a chaotic sequence is
generated by the Logistic equation.
.q C 1/ D .q/Œ1 .q/
(31)
where .q/ is obtained after the chaos variable 
iterating q times, and  2 Œ0; 1.  controls the
chaos state and  2 Œ0; 4. When  D 4 and  …
f0:25; 0:5; 0:75g, the sequence will be fully chaotic and
the trajectory of  will spread throughout the whole
solution region. As such, Eq. (31) can improve the
quality of the initialized particles and facilitate the
exploration of solutions by particles over the whole
solution region. Assume that the upper bound and lower
bound of the j -th gene are tmaxj and tminj , respectively
(as obtained using Eq. (5)). First, each gene is mapped
onto [0,1] by
0
tej
D .tej tminj /=.tmaxj tminj /
(32)
where tej represents the j -th gene (the candidate
0
execution time of the j -th request task). Then, tej
will
be mapped onto the original region after iterating q
iterations. We note that, to ensure the feasibility of the
solution, each gene must be tethered in Œtminj ; tmaxj 
when the algorithm is searching for the global optimum.
3.4
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Inertia weight optimized by entropy theory

The degree of entropy reflects the order of a system.
An ordered system has a lower entropy value, whereas
the disordered system has a higher value. If the particle
swarm is regarded as a system, information about the
entropy of the genes in the particles can reflect the
diversity of the swarm, where higher entropy indicates
the higher diversity, and vice versa. Thus, the entropy
is introduced to optimize parameters in the hybrid
particle-swarm algorithm, which means the parameters
can be adaptively adjusted according to the diversity of
the swarm.
Assume that the number of particles is Npop , and each
particle has N genes. Rj is the set of j -th genes in Npop
particles. bij is the repetitive number of j -th gene in
i-th particle in Rj . The possibility of the j -th gene is
pij D bij =Npop
(33)
The entropy of the j -th gene Hj is calculated as

Hj D

X

pij lnpij

(34)

i D1

The diversity of the swarm can be expressed by the
average entropy of the N genes:
N Npop
1 XX
H D
pij lnpij
(35)
N
j D1 i D1

In the particle-swarm algorithm, the inertia weight
balances the global and the local exploration abilities.
In the initial stage, a larger win quickly and roughly
locates the region of the global optimum, whereas a
smaller win improves the exploration precision in partial
regions in a later stage. Since a bigger H value indicates
the greater distance between gbest .k/ and the global
optimum, a bigger win should be adopted. By contrast,
a smaller H value indicates a short distance between
gbest .k/ and the global optimum, so a smaller win should
be adopted. As such, the dynamic win is designed
according to the entropy theory.
win,min H C win,max .lnNpop H /
(36)
win D
lnNpop
where win,max and win,min are the maximum and the
minimum inertia weights, respectively.
3.5

Crossover operation and mutation operation
optimized by entropy theory

To break up any stagnation and improve the diversity
of a swarm, we introduce the crossover and mutation
operations to the genetic algorithm. By doing so, the
algorithm searches for better solutions in other regions.
To improve the self-adjustment capability of the
algorithm, the crossover probability pc and the mutation
probability pm are also optimized by the entropy theory.
pcmin H C pcmax .lnNpop H /
pc D
(37)
lnNpop
pmmin H C pmmax .lnNpop H /
(38)
pm D
lnNpop
where pcmax and pcmin are the maximum and minimum
crossover probabilities, respectively. pmmax and pmmin
are the maximum and minimum mutation probabilities,
respectively. Equations (37) and (38) imply that more
individuals will be changed by the crossover and the
mutation operations when the diversity of the swarm is
lower, which thus guarantees and the global exploration
ability of the algorithm.

4
4.1

Simulation Results and Discussions
Performance evaluation indexes

According to the task scheduling principles, we choose
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the following indexes for evaluating the performance of
the proposed algorithm.
(1) Successful Scheduling Ratio (SSR):
SSR D Nsuc =Ntotal
(39)
where Nsuc is the number of successfully scheduled
tasks and Ntotal is the number of request tasks.
(2) Time Utilization Ratio (TUR):
Nsuc
X
txi C tri
TUR D
(40)
Ttotal
i D1

where Ttotal is the totally available time resource.
(3) High Value Ratio (HVR):
Nsuc
N
total
X
X
HVR D
PRi =
PRi
(41)
iD1

i D1

(4) Average Time Shift Ratio (ATSR):
Nsuc
1 X
jtai tei j
ATSR D
Nsuc
wi

(42)

i D1

Note a lower ATSR indicates a better search and
tracking performance.
4.2

A small example

Here, we present a small example to illustrate the
performance of the proposed method. This example
involves 24 randomly generated request tasks, the
details of which are shown in Fig. 4.
We can see that the proposed algorithm elegantly
incorporates the task-interleaving scheduling and
solution exploration so that all the request tasks are
successfully scheduled and the ATSR is well controlled.
The third subfigure shows the scheduled tasks by
the optimization model depicted in Section 2.3. It
can be seen that the solution to the optimization
model is essentially the same as that from the
proposed algorithm. However, computationally, solving
the optimization model requires about 105 seconds,

Fig. 4

Request tasks and scheduled tasks.
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which makes this method impractical for scheduling
radar tasks.
4.3

Simulation results and analysis

The simulation framework is based on the work
presented in Refs. [12, 25]. To denote different DAR
workloads, we increase the number of targets from
10 to 100, and set the constraint conditions as tSI D
50 ms, P max D 1:25 kW,  D 200 ms, and Ttotal D
50 s. Table 1 list the task parameters[11, 12] . We use
the online interleaving-scheduling algorithm (online
interleaving algorithm)[7] , the hybrid Genetic-Particle
Swarm Optimization algorithm (GA-PSO)[25] , and the
Highest-Priority First (HPF) algorithm[3] as the baseline
for comparison with the proposed algorithm. Figures
5 to 8 show the average statistical results after 50
simulation times.
Figure 5 shows a comparison of the SSR
values. Because the HPF algorithm ignores the
task-interleaving opportunity, it yields the worst
performance. The GA-PSO algorithm uses the
wait interval, but ignores the DAR task-scheduling
characteristic. Therefore, its SSR is lower than that of
the online interleaving and proposed algorithms. With
respect to task interleaving, the online interleaving
Table 1 Parameters of tasks.
Task
PR tx .ms/ tw .ms/ tr .ms/ Pt (kW) w (ms)
Confirmation 6
1
–
1
5
50
High
5 0.5
–
0.5
4
50
precision
tracking
Tracking
4
1
–
1
5
100
loss
Precision
3 0.5
–
0.5
3
200
tracking
Normal
2 0.5
–
0.5
3
500
tracking
Search
1
1
–
1
5
–

Fig. 5

Successful scheduling ratio.

t (ms)
150
100 200
–
250 500
1000
10
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and proposed algorithms both overlap different receive
intervals. However, the proposed algorithm performs
better. The main reason for this is that the online
interleaving algorithm only overlaps the receive
intervals of tasks that have the same repetition interval,
which leaves much idle time on the DAR timeline. By
contrast, in the proposed algorithm, different receive
intervals are overlapped only if they meet the resource
constraints. Thus, more request tasks are successfully
scheduled. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the
HVRs. Similar to the SSR results, the HPF algorithm
does not consider task interleaving and thus yields
the lowest HVR. Although the online interleaving
algorithm overlaps receive intervals based on task
interleaving, it is obvious that the HVR of the online
interleaving algorithm is just a little higher than that
of the GA-PSO. However, the HVR of the proposed
algorithm is much higher. Due to the use of the
swarm exploration framework, the global optimum is
guaranteed. Additionally, the wait and receive intervals
are sufficiently utilized by the heuristic interleaving
algorithm. Thus, it achieves the highest HVR.
The results of the TUR comparison shown in
Fig. 7 are corroborated by those shown in Figs. 5
and 6. The points at which the TURs of the three
baseline algorithms start to diverge from that of the
proposed algorithm are the same as those in Figs. 5
and 6. Additionally, we again see that the proposed
algorithm achieves the best performance. Figure 8
shows a comparison of the ATSRs, in which the
proposed algorithm achieves the lowest of the four
algorithms. The main reason for this is that the sufficient
exploitation of the wait and receive intervals of DAR
tasks provides more scheduling flexibility, while the

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Time utilization ratio.

Average of time shift ratio.

global search ability realized by the integration of
the particle-swarm and genetic algorithms ensures the
quality of the solutions. As such, the tasks are scheduled
in the timeliest manner.

5

Conclusion

To efficiently utilize finite resources to schedule DAR
tasks, in this study, we established an optimization
model and proposed a hybrid particle-swarm algorithm.
The optimization model fully considers the internal task
structure and the DAR task-scheduling characteristic.
This hybrid algorithm integrates the particle-swarm,
genetic, and heuristic-interleaving algorithms. The
simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm. Future works include the resource
allocation for multi-target tracking[29] as well as the
detection in the DAR.
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